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AVID Design can help your organization develop a solid

content strategy that includes:

•    Content assessment for consistency and relevance

•    Ability to identify opportunities for higher conversion rates

•    Healthcare industry and service line specific writing expertise 

•    Skilled interview techniques to capture key messages effectively 

•    Project management solutions for efficient client communications    

•    Ability to work on a range of project sizes – by section or entire website  

Strategic
Healthcare Content

AVID Design builds progressive, cutting-edge healthcare websites that propel your marketing 

efforts forward in unexpected new ways. Headquartered in Norcross, GA,

AVID Design has been specializing in healthcare marketing since 1997. Our methodology is 

strongly based on brand development and content management.

AVID Design strives to balance the latest technology with strategic, creative, and interactive 

healthcare marketing.

Are you interested in developing web content 
that is more relevant to your target audiences? 
Does your organization understand what defines 
strategic web content and how a solid content 
strategy can improve and enhance not only user 
experiences, but also search engine optimization? 
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Developing a content strategy means understanding that all content is not created equal. At AVID 
Design, we break content down by category. This practical approach allows us to work with clients 

to identify content needs more clearly and cost effectively.

Strong original content will drive business

Does your organization need help developing original content on new products and services,

or filling in missing service line information? AVID Design has a team of writers and content 

specialists to get you through the process of adding original content - from draft to publish.

Solid SEO is critical for revised content

AVID Design experts can help your organization with revised content when 90% of content is in 

place and accurate but needs to be refreshed for flow and SEO. Our content team will assess 

existing content, optimize with keywords, and improve flow based on industry best practices.

Expanded content helps differentiate services

If your organization needs to add content to more fully differentiate products and services from competitors, AVID Design can help with your 

expanded content. It is critical that key messages and differentiating factors are clearly visible to capture attention quickly and engage 

audiences.

Enhanced content goes far beyond words on a page

Enhanced content services from  AVID Design help reach a higher level of dynamic communication with target audiences by adding video and 

rich media content to existing copy. The goal of our content specialists is to provide web users with a more relevant and positive experience. Using 

videos, images, and interactive communication tools can greatly improve website experiences and significantly increase conversions. 

Keep target audiences engaged with web
writing best practices:
•   Use 50% fewer words - people scan web information

•   Focus on bulleted lists 

•   One idea per paragraph - use bite-sized chunks of copy

•   Use links strategically - highlight key words

Eye Tracking
HOT SPOT RESEARCH

AVID Design utilizes eye tracking research to determine “hot spots” of focus 

on a page. When viewers scan your web copy, eye movement should be 

focused on the most important information.

Content is so much more than just words.

AVID Design’s video production team can capture your key audiences’ attention with powerful 

video and multimedia presentations, customized for your healthcare facility. Physician videos allow 

hospitals and healthcare systems to provide patients with the opportunity not only to learn more 

about specialty healthcare services, but also to get to know how a physician communicates and 

explains healthcare issues.

Develop a Trusted Link Building Strategy for purposeful direction and solid SEO:

•   Identify both internal and external links 

•   Build a diverse social media road map   

•   Increase opportunities to gain referral traffic 

•   Expand links across mobile – and include all touchable interfacesAVID Design uses an inverted 
pyramid style of web writing:
•   Capture attention – start with most important information 

•   Follow up with supporting information

•   End with background and details

SEO is a Must!

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is a critical component of a successful 

website. At  AVID Design, we will work with you to create a strong keyword list 

that incorporates search engine friendly words and phrases into the naturally 

flowing language of your content as well as building a strong metadata 

strategy. In addition, we offer tracking and analytics services so you can 

regularly monitor progress toward organizational goals and objectives.
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Relevancy is
the most important 
focus when writing 

web content. 
Does your organization’s content strategy 

focus on these important points?  

•Identify targeted audiences

•Develop key messages – what is the most 

critical information? 

•Make that critical information 

relevant to those key 

audiences
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Relevancy is

At AVID Design, our team considers content to be as vital to the success 
of a healthcare website as how it is displayed and how the site works. 
Content is so much more than just words. Rich media and images make 
your page come to life and create a much more dynamic user 
experience. And a strong SEO focus is vital to making your site visible 
through search engines like Google, Yahoo, and Bing.
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pyramid style of web writing:
•   Capture attention – start with most important information 

•   Follow up with supporting information

•   End with background and details

AVID Design Eye Tracking Research
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Bayhealth - A bit of advice
www.bayhealth.com

MCG Health / GSHU
www.mcghealth.org

Pomerado Health
www.pph.org

We understand how 

users read on the web:  

People scan more than read 

and bite-sized chunks of copy 

are best. Most importantly, 

relevancy is key! We recommend 

using an inverted style pyramid for 

web writing. Relevant information should 

come first in the form of a conclusion, 

followed by more detailed information. 
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